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	Formal engineering methods are changing the way that software systems are developed.

	With language and tool support, they are being used for automatic code

	generation, and for the automatic abstraction and checking of implementations.

	In the future, they will be used at every stage of development: requirements,

	specification, design, implementation, testing, and documentation.




	The ICFEM series of conferences aims to bring together those interested in

	the application of formal engineering methods to computer systems. Researchers

	and practitioners, from industry, academia, and government, are encouraged to

	attend, and to help advance the state of the art. Authors are strongly encouraged

	to make their ideas as accessible as possible, and there is a clear emphasis upon

	work that promises to bring practical, tangible benefit: reports of case studies

	should have a conceptual message, theory papers should have a clear link to

	application, and papers describing tools should have an account of results.




	ICFEM 2004 was the sixth conference in the series, and the first to be held in

	North America. Previous conferences were held in Singapore, China, UK, Australia,

	and Japan. The Programme Committee received 110 papers and selected

	30 for presentation. The final versions of those papers are included here, together

	with 2-page abstracts for the 5 accepted tutorials, and shorter abstracts for the

	4 invited talks.




	We would like to thank: Dines Bjørner, for his work in organizing speakers

	and sponsors; Jin Song Dong and Jim Woodcock, for an excellent handover from

	ICFEM 2003; Joxan Jaffar, J Strother Moore, Peter Neumann, and Amitabh

	Srivastava, for agreeing to address the conference; the authors, for submitting

	their work; the Programme Committee, and their colleagues, for their reviews;

	and Springer, for their help with publication.




	ICFEM 2004 was organized by Microsoft Research in Seattle, with additional

	support and sponsorship from the University of Oxford, the United Nations

	University, Formal Methods Europe, NASA, and ORA Canada.
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Leading the Virtual Workforce: How Great Leaders Transform Organizations in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	As it turns out Bennis underestimated the impact that bad leadership
	can have. A combination of greed, hubris, flawed judgment, and miscalculation
	has made the Enron debacle seem almost quaint by comparison
	to the global financial crisis that we now face. Although numerous pundits
	and scholars have advanced many reasons for the...
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Error Control CodingPrentice Hall, 2004

	A reorganized and comprehensive major revision of a classic book, this edition provides a bridge between introductory digital communications and more advanced treatment of information theory. Completely updated to cover the latest developments, it presents state-of-the-art error control techniques. Coverage of the fundamentals of coding and...
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Data Structures: Abstraction and Design Using Java, 3rd editionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification (interface) and the implementation (a Java class), we then cover case studies that use the...
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Blender For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	
		Learn 3D animation the easy way with this complete step-by-step guide

	
		Blender For Dummies is the quick and easy guide to learning 3D modeling and animation using the popular, free, open source Blender software. You'll learn how to create models, animate movement, and render well-lit scenes as you master...
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WordPress BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Get the latest word on the biggest self-hosted blogging tool on the market


	Within a week of the announcement of WordPress 3.0, it had been downloaded over a million times. Now you can get on the bandwagon of this popular open-source blogging tool with WordPress Bible, 2nd Edition. Whether you're a casual blogger or...
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Information Architecture for the World Wide Web: Designing Large-scale Web SitesO'Reilly, 1998

	
		Some web sites "work" and some don't. Good web site consultants know that you can't just jump in and start writing HTML, the same way you can't build a house by just pouring a foundation and putting up some walls. You need to know who will be using the site, and what they'll be using it for. You need some...
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